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Utilization of daylight in indoor spaces creates opportunities for energy savings and is linked to
increasing productivity in the workplace. This sensitive aspect in environmentally aware architectural
design depends on many interfacing factors. In this research, ceiling geometry is investigated as an
element that can provide control to natural light, achieved through reﬂection and diffusion of the
external and internal reﬂected components of daylight. This paper presents a generic optimization
procedure for architects that aids in generation and ﬁnding of curvilinear and mesh ceiling forms. The
objective was to maximize daylight uniformity ratios. A genetic algorithm was developed and coded in
LUA, a versatile scripting language. Radiance simulation software was employed as the backend
daylighting performance calculation engine, and Ecotect as the front end form input and visualization
tool. Conclusions about the optimum ceiling geometry and form for a designed example case were
drawn. The presented method provided architects with a variety of choices for designs which are
weighed through daylighting performance. Results showed that this approach offers a robust and yet
precise form ﬁnding method.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Through performance optimization, computers are employed as
design partners that aid architects in efﬁciently simulating their
design problems; reaching optimum goals in minimum time.
Automation in digital design offers previously unperceivable
approaches that could lead to novel solutions. Lighting, in general,
and daylighting design speciﬁcally, are strategies that can be an
amalgamation of the visual and the performative. An overview of
literature that engaged in the relationship between daylighting and
architectural form was reviewed by Reinhart and Selkowitz [1].
Various publications tackled the issue of daylighting optimization.
It was addressed by Andersen et al. through the development of the
Lightsolve approach. The goal was to support design processes
using a goal-oriented procedure. It was based on iterative design
improvement which provided climate-based annual metrics in
a visual and synthesized format [2]. Shea et al. presented a proof-ofconcept for a computational tool that optimizes panelized building
envelopes. The multi criteria optimization goal was for lighting and
cost performance using the ant colony method and Pareto ﬁltering
[3]. In addition, an investigation by Wong et al. utilized an artiﬁcial
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neural network to optimize performance in ofﬁce buildings. The
emphasis was on daylighting in subtropical climates [4].
Throughout the past decade, heuristic and adaptive decision
procedures such as genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used to
optimize a variety of performative design problems. Signiﬁcant
research that utilized GAs for daylighting includes a manipulation
of window size and placement using energy simulation program
DOE-2 by Caldas and Norford. GAs were used as a means of minimizing energy consumption through a trade-off between thermal
and lighting performance [5]. Tsangrassoulis et al. also utilized GAs
and Radiance lighting simulation program to present a technique
for the design of slat-type blinds based on their relative light
intensity distribution [6].
GAs were also employed for other building performance
measures. A method to control building form by hierarchical
geometry relationships was introduced by Yi and Malkawi. It
explored building form without being restricted to a simple box,
using a GA and EnergyPlus simulation engine to optimize building
form based on heat ﬂow, heat gain, heat loss and volume [7]. GAs
were used by Malkawi et al. with Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) program Fluent, presenting geometry evolution that allows
architects to experience the morphing of a design based on a set of
performance targets [8]. GAs were broadly the subject of many
publications that dealt with energy models [9e13].
Research based on performative optimization of architectural
form parameters is well established. Earlier attempts include an
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investigation by Radford et al. that employs, examines and
compares Pareto sets for multi criteria performance optimization of
building form, window/wall design, materials and ﬂoor/ceiling
sandwich design [14]. Gero et al. also proposed a model for the
representation and comparison of design alternatives that put
energy efﬁciency in a context of performances amongst other
criteria. The model utilized notions of decision/performance spaces
and multi criteria Pareto optimization [15]. Multi criteria optimization was also addressed in a publication by Marks that aimed to
determine the optimum shape dimensions of a building. The
problem was solved numerically by means of a computer program
based on minimum building costs to include the expenses of the
materials, construction and minimum yearly heating costs [16].
Adamski tackled a similar form optimization problem, but on an
oval base using variational methods [17].
Although form ﬁnding was the subject of numerous publications, previous attempts either overlooked daylighting performance, or didn’t deal with free-form geometric possibilities for
ceilings. In this research, ceiling geometry is investigated as an
element that can provide control to natural light, achieved through
reﬂection and diffusion of the external and internal reﬂected
component of available daylight. Previous studies showed the
importance of ceiling geometry in daylighting [18e20].
2. Ceiling form optimization methodology
The technique used in this research for ceiling form optimization was the Genetic algorithm (GA). It is a process that simulates
the behavior and adaptation of a number of competing solutions
through control nodes, mimicking natural biological evolution
through operations of population, crossover, and mutation. A GA is
initiated with randomly chosen control nodes (genes), forming
parent solutions of the ceiling (chromosomes) from search
parameters to create an initial population. The population then
evolves towards the better chromosomes by applying a ﬁtness
function that evaluates the performance of each chromosome, to be
later selected according to its performance ﬁtness as parents to
generate a new population. Generations are created, tested and
selected through repetitive mating and alteration. This is built on
the natural principal “survival of the ﬁttest” [21].
An initial population of several chromosomes, composed of
a number of genes is randomly generated. When each chromosome
is generated, it is tested by a performance ﬁtness function. The
function used to evaluate ceiling chromosomes is daylight uniformity ratio, expressed as:

FðxÞ ¼

Emax
Emin

(1)
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where F(x) is the uniformity ﬁtness value, Emax and Emin are the
maximum and minimum illuminance values of the analysis grid.
Reproduction is then executed through random selection of
parent ceiling chromosomes for breeding according to their ﬁtness.
This means that chromosomes with a higher ﬁtness performance
have a higher chance to be part of the next population. Since
uniformity ratio e by nature e represents higher ﬁtness through
minimal values, an inverse of the ﬁtness function was used to create
a roulette wheel for random selection of the chromosomes that
would be used to create the new population:

F 0 ðxÞ ¼

1
FðxÞ

(2)

where F0 (x) is the inverse of uniformity.
Random roulette selection is then applied, and two chromosomes are chosen for either operation of crossover or mutation
(Fig. 1), populating new generations to be tested and reselected as
a process of evolutionary search-and-ﬁnd. After the evolution of
the initial population through many generations, the ceiling chromosomes within the ﬁnal populations will generally be much
better than the chromosomes within the initial population on
average. Also, the near optimal chromosomes will be found within
the generations populated.
The research utilized Radiance simulation software for analysis
of daylighting performance as the backend daylighting calculation
engine, and Ecotect as the front end form input and visualization
tool. The computer implementation was coded in LUA, a versatile
scripting language. A scripting interface in Ecotect allowed the
coding of the GA procedure for optimization. A schematic of the
combination of GA and ceiling form ﬁnding is presented in Fig. 2.
2.1. Ceiling geometry
This paper presents the development of a performance based
optimization algorithm that ﬁnds curvilinear and three dimensional mesh ceiling form according to criteria of daylight uniformity
in indoor spaces. Form ﬁnding was speciﬁed to ceilings in two
methods: curvilinear as sweeped B-splines, and three dimensional
as triangulated polygonal meshes. When each chromosome is
generated, it is tested by daylight uniformity ratio as a performance
ﬁtness function (equation (1)), the function F0 (x) is then used and
the GA process is applied.
2.1.1. Curvilinear form
The generic curvilinear ceiling form chosen was a sweeped Bspline (Fig. 3), as a parametric section for an extruded surface of (m)
control points. The curve equation is traced by the function:

Fig. 1. Evolution through parent selection, crossover and mutation.
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Fig. 2. GA process.

CðtÞ ¼

m
X

fi ðtÞPi ;

t˛½0; 1:

(3)

i¼0

where Pi is the set of control points, and fi(t) are piecewise polynomial basis functions. A set of control points would be:

Piw ¼ ðwi xi ; wi yi ; wi xzi ; wi Þ

(4)

where wi is the weight pulling the curve towards control point Pi as
it increases, or moving the curve away as it decreases.
An initial population of (n) chromosomes, composed of (m)
genes is randomly generated in a matrix:
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the distance between two nodes in their segment. Each node is
given a position index: n is the position index of the quad in its strip
and its distance is denoted by Sx  n, and m the position index of
the quad in its segment and its distance is Sy  n.
Quads are triangulated to avoid forming hyperbolic paraboloid
surfaces that would require a great number of control nodes. The
mesh nodes are all connected, meaning that any change in one of
the nodes will propagate changes to all the triangular surfaces
connected to it.
The position of any quad’s four nodes in a mesh with i number of
segments and j number of strips can be generated through different
functions, the formula for PUR is given by:
i;j

PUR ¼ mi þ C þ 1

(6)

Similarly, the formulae for PUL, PLL and PLR for a generic quad i,j
are:

(5)
where rows of the matrix are chromosomes and columns denote
a Cartesian position value for each gene of the ceiling, as previously
represented in Fig. 3.
2.1.2. Mesh form
A triangulated polygonal mesh (Fig. 4) is the generic mesh
ceiling form chosen. The quad mesh e which is the basic unit of the
ceiling e is formed out of four nodes (PUR, PUL, PLL and PLR). Sx is the
distance between two consecutive nodes in its strip and Sy is

i;j

(7)

i;j

(8)

i;j

(9)

PUL ¼ mi þ C þ 2
PLL ¼ mi  i þ C þ 1
PLR ¼ mi  i þ C
where n  i and m  j. C is constant expressed as:

C ¼ mþn

(10)

Fig. 3. Example cubic B-spline ceiling with four control points (P0, P1, P2 and P3). Where (V1min < z1, z2 < V1max), (V2min < z0, z3 < V2max), (H1min < y1 < H1max) and
(H2min < y2 < H2max).
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Fig. 4. Geometry details of the triangulated polygon mesh ceiling.

Fig. 5. Assumed design parameters of the analyzed indoor space.

An initial population of c chromosomes is generated in the
matrix:
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(11)

where rows of the matrix are chromosomes and columns denote
a height Cartesian position value for each gene of the ceiling. The

positions of each mesh node are ﬁxed in its horizontal plane (x,y).
However, the variation is in the height of each node in the third
dimension (z).

3. Ceiling form ﬁnding example, results and discussion
A small gallery was designed (Fig. 5) as a case that is responsive
to the distribution and uniformity of daylighting levels, where the
ceiling geometry can affect the daylighting performance to

Fig. 6. Iteration against uniformity ratios, GA runs results for 100 p/i.
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Fig. 7. Iteration against uniformity ratios, GA runs results for 50 p/i.

Fig. 8. Iteration against uniformity ratios, population averages.

signiﬁcant extents. The room has only two solid walls that form
a relatively dark corner, and the rest of the skin is full glazing.
Simulation parameters were as follows:
-

Location: Cairo, Egypt (latitude: 29.8, longitude: 31.3).
Date and time: June 21st (summer), 12 noon.
Sky condition: clear sky with sunshine.
External ground reﬂectance: 20% e medium colored stone.
Walls reﬂectance: 56% e off white color paint.
Ceiling reﬂectance: 85.7% e plasterboard.
Floor reﬂectance: 59.2% e grey colored concrete.
Glass visible light transmittance (VLT): 85%.

-

-

-

Analysis grid: 20 measuring point in a grid of 2.5 m  2.5 m at
a height of 0.75 m.
Four B-spline ceiling control nodes (P0, P1, P2 and P3) with
limitations: (2.0 m < z1, z2 < 3.5 m), (2.2 m < z0, z3 < 3.3 m),
(0.1 m < y1 < 5.4 m) and (5.4 m < y2 < 10.79 m)
Sixteen mesh ceiling control nodes (P1.P16) with limitations:
(2.2 m < Z < 3.3 m), where i ¼ 3 and j ¼ 3.

The design question addressed was: if an architect was to design the
ceiling based on criteria of daylight uniformity at the chosen reference plane height (0.75 m), what would be the optimum design geometry that provides such a requirement based on illuminance values?

Fig. 9. Iteration against uniformity ratios, minimum uniformity ratios.
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Fig. 10. Selected chromosomes of ceiling form changes.

3.1. Optimization behavior and results
The GA previously described was applied in two cases for the
same example space. Results were tabulated and analyzed
numerically, and the corresponding geometry was then reproduced
and analyzed visually. The demonstrated results are not intended to

show the “best” solution for the presented problem rather than
demonstrate the search capabilities and near optimum solutions
that would be then explained. The effort and time spent to explore
all possibilities would result in a combinatorial explosion, and thus
an exhaustive search would be unfeasible. The problem is NPcomplete, which means that a solution in polynomial time is not

Fig. 11. Selected chromosomes of mesh ceiling form changes in the 50 p/i run.
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possible; this problem lends itself perfectly to evolutionary search
techniques, and in this case using GAs.
The GA evolved ceilings for the case through 50 iterations,
controlled by producing 50 populations/iteration (p/i) in a run and
100 p/i in another. The presented results are divided into two
categories, one exploring the optimization results in analytical
terms, and the other investigating the impact of geometry found on
daylighting aspects.
3.1.1. Analytical results
The code explored a variety of uniformity ratios in all runs.
Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate different uniformity ratios reached
through the iterations. For example, the second iteration for the
100 p/i B-spline presented cases which produced uniformity that
ranged from 4.43 to 9.66. This speciﬁc result shows the diversity of
ratios explored in all runs. This performance was then converged as
the GA processes of crossover and mutation continued. Although
the minimum uniformity ratio reached by the 50th iteration in all
runs was not the lowest, the average behavior of the chromosomes
was found to be better (Fig. 8).
In case of the B-spline, average uniformity started with 6.75 and
reached 5.59 in the 50 p/i run, while in the 100 p/i run it was
initiated with 7.18 and reached 5.58. The near optimum uniformity
ratio was found earlier in the 13th generation of the 50 p/i run and

equals 5.19, and in the 21st generation of the 100 p/i run and equals
5.17. However, in case of the triangulated mesh, average of uniformity ratios started with 7.04 and reached 4.99 in the 50 p/i run,
while in the 100 p/i run it was initiated with 7.11 and reached 4.68.
The near optimum uniformity ratio was found earlier in the 34th
generation of the 50 p/i run and equals 4.64, and in the 39th
generation of the 100 p/i run and equals 4.43 (Fig. 9).
The daylighting performance that the code demonstrated had
a signiﬁcant range in the early runs, but naturally was converged
to near optimal solutions as chromosomes evolved with iterations. This range explained the possibilities offered through
change in ceiling geometry and surfaces. It also pointed out the
“direction” for performative solutions and which forms should be
avoided. For an architect, numbers mediate optimization in
performance, but priority goes to the geometry of the ceilings.
This is presented next.
3.1.2. Ceiling form and daylighting optimization
The search algorithm investigated a variety of curvilinear ceiling
forms (Fig. 10). It also investigated various mesh ceiling forms. In
order to present this exploration, as it has been shown in Fig. 5,
selected chromosomes have been dissected through several crosssections (Figs. 11 and 12). The diversity in found ceiling forms
explained the daylighting performance expected from the explored

Fig. 12. Selected chromosomes of mesh ceiling form changes in the 100 p/i run.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between unﬁt and optimized ceiling geometry, with isolux analysis.

ceiling geometry in terms of illuminance levels at reference plane
and uniformity ratios. Such range of solutions provides the architect not just with options for spatial parameters, but also its
expected performative behavior.
An isolux illuminance analysis of the simulated model
conﬁrmed the contrast between the unﬁt and optimized ceiling
geometry found (Fig. 13). The analysis was limited to 10,000 lux and
had 10 grades to show the daylight gradation. In the optimized
solution, areas of lower illuminance were kept to the minimum
(shown in the blue color bands) and natural lighting levels are
spread with high uniformity in comparison to the unﬁt cases (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
3.1.3. Discussion
The range of geometric possibilities explored followed the
intuitive nature of daylighting. Better solutions had surfaces mostly
situated as close as possible to the ground surface at the backend of
the room, providing reﬂections in the relatively dark corner and
opening to the external reﬂected component at the other half.
Other solutions had surfaces placed as far as possible from the
ground surface, providing maximum exposure to the exterior and

thus achieving uniformity through increase of overall available
daylight. That was especially evident in case of the sweeped Bspline ceiling (Fig. 14).
Fig. 15 shows the limitation of the sweeped B-spline approach
for modeling the ceiling versus the polygonal mesh. Although the
B-spline is able to take the form in one dimension, the consideration for the other two dimensions is inadequate since it is simply
sweeped. However, when optimized ceilings of both the sweeped
B-spline and the polygonal mesh were evaluated in terms of
geometry, it was found that although the same trends were followed, form was different. Cross-sections taken in the X and Y
directions for the mesh combined ﬂat and curvilinear geometry,
merging the best traits of the sweeped B-spline solutions found
earlier but were limited due to its two-dimensional nature, as
shown in sections Xe2 and Xe3. The most noticeable difference
between the two ceiling forms was in sections Xe1 and Ye1, in the
outer perimeter of the space.
The proposed approach could be integrated with cost considerations for daylighting [22,23]. It would be interesting to analyze
the cost beneﬁt versus the actual cost of constructing a dynamic
ceiling. Construction cost of the sweeped B-spline ceiling will be
less than the planar mesh due to the nature of the material used

Fig. 14. Sweeped B-spline ceiling geometry that gives comparable performance, allowing choice in design (50 p/i).
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Fig. 15. Comparison between optimum sweeped B-spline and polygonal mesh ceilings. Areas of difference are highlighted in green. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

and the setting out time, which could be set out using one repetitive structural frame, while the mesh has to consider more
advanced construction techniques such as concrete folded plates.
The trade-off between construction cost and daylighting has to be
considered but is beyond the scope for this paper.

4. Conclusion
This research presented a generic optimization procedure for
ﬁnding curvilinear and triangulated polygon mesh ceiling form
algorithmically, by optimizing conceptual design based on daylight
uniformity. A GA was used as a process that simulates the performance of a number of solutions through control nodes, as generations were created, tested and selected through repetitive mating
and mutation. This approach offers a robust and yet precise form
ﬁnding method. The acquired results from an example case showed
great diversity, and then the GA converged them to a number of
near optimal solutions. Through this procedure, the code demonstrated different novel directions for performatively ﬁt geometry,
which leaves the architect with a variety of choices for design. The
computer now becomes more than a visualization tool; an unbiased tireless partner in design with extraordinary ways of
approaching problems.
The addressed problem is presented as an example of performative optimization using GAs. However, other multi objective
problems can be tackled with the same procedure, as the objective
of optimization can be changed into many building performance
criteria (including solar radiation, air ﬂow, acoustics, etc.). Also,
study of ceiling geometry in regards to daylighting strategies is
required; the procedure presented a three dimensional approach
that can be further developed using NURBS or other forms of
complex free-form geometry. In addition, further research should
investigate and compare different orientations, seasons and time of
the day.
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